DATE: June 7  
TO: Advisors and Officers  
SUBJECT: How Did It Go? Tell Us Your Advisor or Officer Story!

How Did It Go? Tell Us Your Advisor or Officer Story! 
With the conclusion of spring semester, please share your experiences with leading your local chapter. Your responses will help us develop information and resources to support future chapter leaders. To encourage your participation, three participants will each receive a $25 Amazon gift card! Thank you for your service to your chapter!

TAKE THE SURVEY

Note. Pictured above are Psi Chi University at Buffalo, SUNY, Chapter officers (from left): Chantel Fatorma, Matthew Negersmith, Jasmine Greggs, and Ashlan Hubbard.

CHAPTER SUPPORT

Membership and Chapter Grace Periods End June 30  
Psi Chi’s Board of Directors recognizes that COVID-19 has disrupted campus operations across the globe. Therefore, any students who graduated between March 1, 2020, and August 31, 2021, and who met chapter eligibility criteria to join Psi Chi as student members at
the time of graduation, may still join until June 30. Please remind any recent eligible graduates of this special opportunity.

The Board also extended a grace period for moving chapters from Short Term to Long Term Inactive Status. This reprieve ends on June 30 as well. If your chapter has inducted at least one person in the last 24 months, you don’t need to worry about this. If your chapter is currently in Short Term Inactive Status, you just need to induct one person by June 30 to be reinstated to Active status. If you’re unsure, please email Lisa at membership@psihihi.org.

The Summer Advantage!
With the recent rise in remote learning, advisors and incoming officers are likely better equipped than ever to meet virtually during summer break. Will your chapter take some time to plan ahead for a productive fall semester? See these planning suggestions from Psi Chi’s Executive Director.

We cannot wait to see what your chapter will accomplish next! While you begin planning this summer, keep these 10 activity ideas in mind, each of which will help your members develop meaningful relationships with other members of Psi Chi and the psychology community. #ConnectWithPsiChi

RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

Call for Research Proposals and Contributors!
Psi Chi’s annual, cross-cultural NICE: CROWD project invites student and faculty researchers to submit a research project proposal by July 31. You can also go ahead and offer to collaborate on this year's project! Contributors will receive special guidance (e.g., IRB language and moral support), unique research experiences (e.g., analyzing data), and can earn an authorship spot.

Emerging Adulthood Measured at Multiple Institutions
The EAMMi3 project invites contributors to collect samples (80 < N < 150) for an international research project studying the Emerging Adulthood experience. Contributors will be authors on the meta-
project manuscript besides other authorship opportunities. For more information visit the EAMMi3 project page.

AWARDS AND GRANTS

- Undergraduate Scholarships—June 27
- APAGS Junior Scientist Fellowships—June 30
- Faculty Research Grants—July 1
- Graduate Scholarships—July 4

ADVERTISEMENTS

Our accessories are a great “just because” gift for your favorite Psi Chi member. Visit the online store to purchase today!

Advertise Your Grad Programs With Psi Chi
As the world’s largest student psychological organization, Psi Chi can help you connect with young professionals entering the field of psychology. Check out our advertising opportunities, and contact us with any questions.